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In a world, where change is a constant, more and
more organisations recognise the power of agility,
as it impacts the way we strategise, organise and
change.
We believe that developing agile organisations for real calls for
more than organisational refinements, procedural adjustments or
the addition of a few tools.
Instead, leaders of the future must revisit the fundamental
assumptions and embedded beliefs that organisations are built on
to reignite and reconnect with the inherent entrepreneurial DNA.
Many are already experimenting with ways to exploit the same
advantages that start-ups benefit from, while aiming for more
radical innovation. Starting by nurturing an entrepreneurial culture
as opposed to just reacting to periodical crises.
Most large organisations will need to not only reinvent the business
model to stay fit for the future, but also simultaneously rethink and
experiment with management and leadership models to become fit
for humans – an evolutionary development that holds extraordinary
potential for unleashing talent, passion and innovation.
As management innovation becomes the norm, we see vanguards
silently leading the revolution by democratising strategy,
humanising the organisation and leveraging the collective
wisdom to make change happen.

At Implement Thought Leaders 2019, we
have invited Eric Ries, entrepreneur and
author of the New York Times bestseller
“The Lean Startup”, to help us investigate
and debate the question:

How might we build agile
organisations that are fit for
humans and fit for the future?
We very much hope you will join us.
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The Startup Way – entrepreneurial
management in large organisations
ERIC RIES
An entrepreneur and author of the New York Times
bestseller “The Lean Startup”, which has been
translated into nearly 30 languages, Eric Ries is the
creator of the Lean Startup methodology, which has
become a global movement in business, practised by
individuals and companies all around the world.

Practical information

Agile for real – moonshots for
building agile organisations
STIG ALBERTSEN
A specialist in business development, growth and
organisational strategy, Stig is the chairman of the
board at Implement Consulting Group, where he is
also a partner.
TIME
Friday 12 April 2019
09:00 – 12:30

ENROLMENT
implementconsultinggroup.com/
AgileForReal

VENUE
DR Koncerthuset
Ørestads Boulevard 13
2300 Copenhagen S

CONTACT
Maria Sig Møller
masm@implement.dk
+45 2067 8371

PRICE
Free of charge
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